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Abstract: The purpose of this study is: (1) to describe the process of instructional management based lesson study; and (2) improving of student achievement by applying instructional management based lesson study. The research method used is a classroom action research, which is implemented with two cycles, namely Cycle I and Cycle II. The research instrument is the observation sheet of lesson study and test. Data analysis is the analysis of variance paired-samples t test formula with the SPSS PASW Statistics 18. Subjects of the study were 31 students of the Class Management course. The result of the research shows that: (1) the process of instructional management based on lesson study is cyclical i.e. lesson plan, learning implementation (do, open class), and learning evaluation (see); and (2) there is improvement of student achievement by applying instructional management based lesson study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Instructional management is the process of empowering all educational resources to achieve learning objectives. Operational instructional management is the implementation of management functions on learning components, namely: students, teachers, goals, materials, methods, tools, and evaluation (Rahayu, 2015). Instructional management is an activity to plan teaching and learning programs, implement teaching and learning process, and assess the process and learning outcomes, and the development of classroom management (Danarwati, 2016). Lecturers in designing the instructional should pay attention to the alignment of materials, media, and methods to achieve lecture objectives. The ability of lecturers to manage instructional is the ability to plan, implement, and evaluate students in the learning process (Danarwati, 2016). Instructional management is a series of activities: (1) instructional plan, is syllabus, lesson plan, and teaching materials; (2) instructional implementation, encompassing methodology and instructional design; and (3) assessment of learning, concerning lattice, grain verification, and assessment aspect (Widodo, 2016; Gunawan, 2014).

The teachers approach to instructional management sets the tone for the overall classroom atmosphere and ultimately student behavior stressors (Martin, et al., 2012). Instructional management includes student control, instructional style, setting rules, and the regulation of student misbehaviors (Sass, et al., 2016). Instructional design and resources had been made to include scaffolding learner participation in a discussion forum (Gasevic, et al., 2016). Stated differently, what a teacher believes is the best behavior and instructional management style may not be realized depending on the class environment (Martin and Sass, 2010). Personal factors such as professional commitment proved to be important trait for an effective instructional management (Khan, 2012). To improve the quality of learning, lesson study activities become one of the alternatives that can be implemented by a lecturer. Lesson study originated in Japan as an approach to support the continuing professional development of teachers (Leavy and Hourigan, 2016). Lesson study is a collaborative activity of lecturers designing learning and evaluating the success of teaching strategies to improve the quality of learning process and student learning outcomes.

Lesson study requires them to come together and work interdependently to support student learning in the very practice of teaching, thus helping teachers’ experience different types of knowledge in a coherent and related whole (Murata, 2010). Lecturers in lesson study collaboratively plan, teach, and observe learning activities. Lesson study is a model of professional development through continuous learning, based on the principle of collegiality and mutual learning to build the learning community (Rahardjo, 2012). Lesson study can act as a vehicle to promote meaningful learning and knowledge development among preservice teachers (Leavy and Hourigan, 2016). Lesson study is not a method or learning strategy, but lesson study activities can apply various methods or learning strategies. Lesson study is a structured approach to teacher learning, and certain common elements are necessary in order to justify calling it lesson study (Bjuland and Mosvold, 2015).

Student achievement describes students’ mastery of the learned materials which can be seen from the cognitive, psychomotoric, and affective aspects (Gunawan, et al., 2014). Learning achievement assesses the students’ understanding of the attributes, functions and relationships between objects, and the objectives of the object-based programming class by asking questions (Jang, et al., 2015). The role of lecturers in improving student achievement cannot be ignored. The teacher abilities have a negligible impact on average student achievement (Grönqvist and Vlachos, 2016). That the formation of close, low conflict, teacher–student relationships mediates the relation between effortful control and academic achievement (Hernández, et al., 2017). Student achievement becomes a measure of student academic success. Students’ academic success and persistence has tended to concentrate on variables such as first
generation status, socioeconomic status, and prior school achievement (Fong, et al., 2017).

The effects on student achievement of the changes in the teachers’ formative classroom practice that followed the professional development input (Andersson and Palm, 2017). Teachers can influence student achievement, not only directly, but also indirectly via peer effects (Feng and Li, 2016; Grönlund and Vlachos, 2016; Gunawan, et al., 2014). The amount of change in the outcome variable (e.g., student achievement) is directly proportional to the change in a context, input, or classroom process variable (e.g. school size, teacher efficacy, quality of instruction, student time-on-task) (Huitt, et al., 2009).

The integration of technology into classroom instruction if appropriately implemented has strong and positive impact on students’ achievement (Olelewe and Agomuo, 2016). Lesson study-based instructional management can be used as a lecturer effort to improve student achievement. Collaboration during lesson planning in lesson study was a significant predictor of student achievement (Reeves, et al., 2017). Teacher evaluation systems across the country have been revised with a renewed concentration on the impact of teacher quality on student achievement (Rury, 2013; Tygret, 2017). The research questions of this study, is: (1) how the process of instructional management based lesson study; and (2) whether the application of instructional management based lesson study can improve student’s learning achievement?

II. METHODS

This study was conducted using a classroom action research design. Classroom action research is used because this research seeks to improve teaching performance of lecturers that is by improving student achievement in lectures. Lectures are conducted with lesson study. Lesson study is a form of research (Yoshida and Fernandez, 2016). The stages in the lesson study are implementationally similar to the classroom action research or action research cycle (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2014). Lesson study is conducted by integrating classroom action research cycle, namely: (1) stage plan, model lecturer with observer lecturer planning action; (2) stage do, model lecturers carry out lecture activities and observed by the observer lecturer; And (3) stage see, the model lecturer with the observer lecturer to reflect and evaluate the lectures that have been implemented.

The implementation of classroom action research by combining the lesson study in this research was carried out with two cycles, namely Cycle I and Cycle II. Classroom action research is implemented in the class of Class Management course, Department of Educational Administration, State University of Malang. The subjects are 31 students’ participants in course. The research instrument used is the observation of lesson study and test. The lesson study observation sheet contains the following statement: (1) whether the student is learning about the topic of the course; (2) students who cannot attend lectures; (3) why the student cannot learn well; and (4) the effort of lecturers in encouraging students who are not active to learn.

The test instrument is used to measure student achievement. The test is given to the student after the lecture in each cycle. Data analysis is the analysis of variance paired-samples t test formula with the SPSS PASW Statistics 18. Paired-samples t test is compare the differences in the means of the paired samples (Sarstedt and Mooi, 2014). Paired-samples t test was performed on two paired samples, paired samples defined as a sample with the same subject but experienced two different treatments or measurements, such as subject A will receive treatment I and then get treatment II (Santoso, 2000).

III. RESULT

Instructional Management Based Lesson Study

Lesson study based learning process based on basically refers to process management which includes learning planning, learning implementation, and learning evaluation. Learning planning is seen in the activities: (1) model lecturers and observer lecturers jointly develop lesson plan which refers to annual program; (2) identification of materials, media, and lecture methods that will be implemented in the open class; (3) determine the planned learning model in each cycle; and (4) determine the time allocation for each lecture activity. Lecture in every cycle, model lecturer apply cooperative learning model, which is in Cycle I apply cooperative learning model type Two Stay Two Stray, and in Cycle II combine two learning model that is Cooperative Integrated Reading and Two Stay Two Stray.

Implementation of learning in each cycle is: (1) lecture activities consisting of preliminary activities, core activities, and closing activities; and (2) the grouping of students in each cycle to support the application of cooperative learning model used. The grouping of students aims to assign students tasks, i.e. each group get the task of discussing the material with group discussion first before discussed in class discussion. Students in class discussions are given the opportunity to ask questions, answer questions, or respond to the results of other group discussions. Model lecturers on implementing the activities provide reinforcement of the lecture material, giving appreciation and reinforcement to the group that is discussing correctly against the course material, and also explaining the material in more detail if there are groups that are not appropriate in discussing it.

Evaluation of learning appears in the activities: (1) every cycle of model lecturers and observer lecturers carry out reflection on lectures activities that have been implemented by model lecturers; and (2) appraisal by lecturer model on student activity in instructional. Reflection on the implementation of learning refers to the observation sheet of lesson study. The observation sheet of lesson study contains a description of observations by observer lecturers when conducting observation instructional. The observer lecturer at the reflection stage gives advice to the model lecturer in order to develop the next instructional activity.
Cycle I

Implementation of lesson study in Cycle I, first lecturer model make annual program and lesson plan. After the model lecturers make annual program and lesson plan, lesson study activity begins, i.e., implementing open lesson that is the plan phase. After that, carry out lecture activities (phase of do) with open class. Next perform the see phase with open lesson.

Plan Phase

This stage aims to produce a lecture design that can learn students effectively and generate student activeness in learning. Model lecturers and observer lecturers at the planning stage collaboratively share ideas and ideas in developing lesson plan to produce ways of organizing teaching materials, learning process, and preparation of teaching aids.

The agreement generated at the stage plan are: (1) learning model that will be used is Two Stay Two Stray; (2) learning materials is the basic concept of classroom management; (3) using observation sheet of student activeness in giving opinion; (4) using the rubric of student writing record; (5) learning tool that will be used is laptop and liquid centralium display (LCD); and (6) instructional media used is the material of impressions about the basic concept of class management materials in the form of Microsoft Power Point (ppt). Lecturer observers before carry out phase of do, prepare material and media to be used.

Implementation Phase (Do)

This phase is the application of the agreement made by the faculty team at the phase plan. Suggestion from the observer lecturer is taken into consideration of the model lecturer to carry out the learning in the classroom. Model lecturers implement learning in accordance with lesson plan. Observer lecturers who make observations during the learning process take place. The learning phase briefly consists of three stages. This stage is the syntax of Two Stay Two Stray learning model.

Stage 1 lecturers divide the students into 7 groups; each group will discuss different subthemes with other groups by discussion method. Phase 2 seven groups are divided into small groups, namely groups A and B, Group A assigns information on the results of the group discussion (stay) to the visiting group, while group B is in charge of finding information from other groups (strays) and the results are recorded. Initiating the syntax of the Two Stay Two Stray Learning Model Group B visits group A with a rotating system, which is 7 rounds. The 7th round of group B will return to their respective groups (early groups). Phase 3 of each group conveys the results of the discussion, and other groups listen and give inputs or questions to the group that presents the results of the discussion, the early group did not present the theme, but presented the theme of the other group.

Reflection Phase (See)

Model lecturer together with observer lecturer at stage see together discusses the observation result of learning activity. The reflection performed together with the observer resulted in the finding that in general the learning has run smoothly. Learning activities conducted in the classroom in accordance with the planned, especially on the implementation of Two Stay Two Stray learning model syntax, model lecturers implement the syntax of Two Stay Two Stray learning model correctly. The implementation of learning activities refers to the learning objectives. The model
lecturer directs the learning consistently, manages the course time correctly, conditioned the class to be interactive, and explains if there is material that the students have not understood yet.

**Act Phase**

Cycle I reflection results into consideration of follow up activities (act) for improvement of learning. The corrective actions to the RPP which refers to the results of reflection are: (1) assigning each student tasks during the learning process with the form of student worksheet; and (2) implementing Cooperative Integrated Reading learning model which enables each student to have their own activity in the lecture. The results of this reflection and follow-up plan are outlined in the improvement of learning by preparing the lesson plan that will be applied in Cycle II.

**Cycle II**

The implementation of the lesson study in Cycle II is the result of follow-up from Cycle I. Cycle II attempts to improve learning by taking into account the problems that arise in Cycle I. The model lecturer makes the RPP by considering the results of reflection on Cycle I and the suggestions from the observer lecturer.

**Plan Phase**

The planning phase of Cycle II is modified from lesson plan based on reflection on Cycle I. The previous model lecturer makes lesson plan by considering the reflection result from Cycle I. The agreement resulted in the plan phase is: (1) the implementation of learning by combining the two learning models namely Cooperative Integrated Reading and Two Stay Two Stray; (2) learning materials are aspects and functions of classroom management; (3) using Student Worksheet; (4) using observation sheet of student activeness in giving opinion; (5) using the rubric of students’ writing record; (6) learning tools that will be used are laptop and LCD; and (7) the instructional media used is the material of impressions on the aspect and class management functions in the form of Microsoft Power Point (ppt). Furthermore the model lecturer prepares the learning tool for Cycle II.

**Implementation Phase (Do)**

This stage is the application of the agreement made by the faculty team at the stage of the plan. Model lecturers implement learning in accordance with the planned RPP. Other lecturers act as observers who make observations during the learning process takes place. The learning phase briefly consists of four stages. This stage is a combination of the steps of Cooperative Integrated Reading and Two Stay Two Stray learning model.

Stage 1 lecturers divide the students into 9 groups; each group will discuss different themes with other groups. Stage 2 lecturers provide discourse / clipping according to the learning topic to each student according to the theme of the group. Students in groups, tasked to find the main idea and provide responses from the results of group analysis of discourse / clipping. Each student recorded the results of his group discussion.

Phase 3 nine groups are subdivided into small groups, namely groups A and B. Group A is tasked with providing information on the results of group discussion (stay) to the visiting group, while group B is in charge of finding information from other groups (strays) and the results are recorded. Stage 4 of each group conveys the outcome of the discussion, and the other groups listen and provide input or question to the group presenting the results of the discussion. The early group did not present the theme, but presented the theme of another group.

**Reflection Phase (See)**

Model lecturers together with observer lecturer at stage see together discuss the results of observations during the learning process takes place. The reflection performed together with the observer resulted in the finding that in general learning was well under way. The observer lecturer responded that the model lecturer implemented the innovative learning and enabled all students in the lecture. This is because every student is working on a Student Worksheet that has been designed by a model lecturer. In addition, according to the topic discussed in one of its subtopics is the innovation of education in the classroom, the model lecturer not only gives an example by explaining it, but also become an example by applying innovative learning model and able to activate the students.

Model lecturers also direct the learning consistently, manage the lecture time appropriately, and conditioned the class to be interactive and able to activate the students. This is different from the do on Cycle I that is less in optimizing the individual activities of students in the group, in this Cycle II is every student is active in completing tasks individually and groups with learning support tools in the form of Student Worksheet.

**Act Phase**

Based on the results of reflection on Cycle II follow-up (act) to improve the quality of learning continuously. The corrective actions to the lesson plan that refers to the results of reflection are: (1) modify the learning method used; and (2) model lecturers at the beginning of the lesson provide students with more detailed explanations on how to work on a Student Worksheet. Student Worksheet prepared by observer lecturers should be made simpler and there are instructions for doing.

**Student Learning Achievement Every Cycle**

Students in each cycle are given test questions to measure their understanding of the course material. The results of the tests obtained by the students are a learning achievement in the learning activities. Table 1 shows student achievement in each cycle. Based on Table I can be seen in Cycle I: maximum score 80, minimum score 47, and average 61.87. And in Cycle II: maximum cycle 93, minimum score 73, and average 83.55. The mean score of students in Cycle II (83.55) is higher than Cycle I (61.87). The result of variance analysis of paired-samples t test formula with the help of SPSS PASW Statistics 18 found that the significance value of 0.000 (Table 2).
Based on the results of paired-samples t test analysis using a significance level of 0.05 can be seen that the value of significance obtained by 0.000 <0.05. So Ho rejected and Ha not rejected (Santoso, 2000). So it can be concluded that there is an increase in student achievement in the lecture by applying a lesson-based learning.

IV. DISCUSSION

Instructional Management Based Lesson Study

The basic concept of the lesson study is to see how to improve and develop lessons in real situations (Nesusin, et al., 2014). Lesson study is a collaborative activity of educators to develop learning. Lesson study has been implemented as a viable approach to support teachers’ professional development (Saito and Atencio, 2013). The teachers eventually implemented these plans in the classroom and then reflected on the lessons together (Saito and Atencio, 2013). The process of lesson study is: (1) defining the problem; (2) planning the lesson; (3) teaching the lesson; (4) evaluating the lesson and reflecting on its effect; and (5) revising the lesson (Norwich and Ylonen, 2013; Nesusin, et al., 2014; Murata, 2011). The lesson study cycle is carried out through activities: planning-doing-seeing (Saito, et al., 2006). Lesson study process it includes cycles composed of several phases: collaborative planning, lesson observation by colleagues and other knowledgeable advisors, analytic reflection, and ongoing revision (Fernandez, 2010; Lewis, 2002; Stigler and Hiebert, 1999).

Lesson study based learning process is cyclical i.e. lesson planning, learning implementation (do, open class), and evaluation of learning (see). The main stages of the process of lesson study, namely: (1) preparation (preparation / plan); (2) learning lessons; and (3) evaluation (review session) (Baba, 2007). Lesson study is a learning program that involves a team or learning together from a learning that is done, both on learning by himself and other people’s learning, from the preparation to the implementation of learning and reflection on the learning. Lesson study-based learning is a collaborative design learning activity, initiating preparing for teaching, conducting learning, observing the learning process, evaluating learning, and analyzing learning outcomes (Haryoto, et al., 2010; Gunawan, 2017).

Characteristics of lesson study-based instructional management is collaborative educators plan learning, implement learning, and reflect on learning (Ariyanto, 2012). Lesson study learning process is collaborative educators: (1) formulate learning objectives; (2) developing a research lesson plan to realize the objectives; and (3) conducting a research lesson with the lesson study participants to obtain evidence of the learning progress of the learners (Lewis, 2002). Lesson study management is a process of managing lesson study starting planning, implementation, and evaluating (Suryanti, 2012). Lesson study management is implemented with the principle of collegiality, collaborative, mutual learning, and sustainable. Lesson study lesson management is the collaborative process of a group of lecturers identifying learning problems, designing learning scenarios; Educate learners according to scenarios, evaluate and revise learning scenarios, revise revised learning scenarios, evaluate learning again, and disseminate the results to other lecturers (Anggara and Chotimah, 2012; Gunawan, 2016a; Gunawan, 2017).

Lesson study management aims to transform the planned curriculum into a curriculum that is implemented in learning and then there is an evaluation of the learning activities that have been done (Firman, 2007; Gunawan, 2016b). Lesson study learning is a collaborative learning that has stages: plan (plan), do (implementation), and see (reflection). Lesson study is a collaborative activity undertaken by a group of educators in order to improve the performance and quality of their learning which in turn can improve their competence and professionalism (Mahmudi, 2009). The purpose of lesson study is to: (1) gain a better understanding of how students learn and lecturers teach; (2) to obtain certain outcomes that benefit other professors in carrying out learning; (3) improving systematic learning; and (4) build a pedagogical knowledge, ie lecturers can gain knowledge from other lecturers (Purwati and Supandi, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>61.87</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>83.55</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Student Learning Achievement Every Cycle

Table 2
Paired-Samples T Test Cycle I and Cycle II
The benefits of lesson study are: (1) effective ways to improve the quality of lecturers’ learning and student learning activities; and (2) accelerate maturation and maturation for young lecturers. Lesson study is a staff development program, as the implementation leaves a significant impact on the quality of teachers and teaching, this concept has been adopted by other countries and has become a model to improve the quality of education and teaching (Copriady, 2013). Lesson study a good idea; teachers with a common focus meet and plan lessons together; these lessons may have a focus on building skills or understanding, and are known as research lessons, which are taught by one, and observed by not only all of the teachers who are doing the planning, but also by observers who, at one end of the spectrum, may come only from the teachers’ own school, or, at the other end (Doig and Groves, 2011).

The systematic process of lesson study management is the collaborative work of educators to develop plans and learning tools, observing, reflecting and revising the learning plan in a cyclical, continuous way (Malahayati, 2015). Lesson study needs to be developed to improve the quality of learning by educators in order to become professional educators (Winarsih and Mulyani, 2012). If it refers to the lesson study cycle, then the lesson study activities contain understanding as a study that attempts to study the practice of learning in order to develop better teaching implementation. This is confirmed by Lewis et al. which states that in which they propose three types of research to sustain lesson study practice: (1) expansion of a descriptive knowledge base; (2) explication of the innovation’s mechanism; and (3) iterative cycles of improvement research (Suratno, 2012).

The thing to note is that there are differences in lesson study with classroom action research. Lesson study is more emphasized on efforts to improve the ability of education in developing learning activities, while classroom action research is a research activity that aims to solve learning problems and is pragmatic. This is reinforced by Sriyati (2014) which states that lesson study is a strategy to improve the professionalism of educators through learning activities from other people’s learning, while classroom action research is activity based on research. Actually the principle difference between classroom action research and lesson study is research-based classroom action research, while lesson study is not always research-based and lesson study has wider coverage than classroom action research (Sriyati, 2014).

Lesson study-based learning is a collaborative process of a group of teachers to collectively: (1) identify learning problems felt by the teacher; (2) planning the learning steps, as a means of solving the identified problem; (3) carry out the learning done by the model teacher observed by the observer teacher; (4) evaluating the learning process that has been done; (5) improving learning planning based on evaluation results; (6) carrying out more learning; (7) reevaluating the lessons learned; and (8) disseminate the experience and findings of the evaluation to other teachers (Mahmudi, 2015). Lesson study is understood as enhancing the school based approach for improvement of teaching as for professional development (Isoda, 2010).

**The Application of Instructional Management Based Lesson Study and its Impact with Student Learning Achievement**

Lesson study provides a better understanding of how students learn and lecturers teach. Certain outcomes are beneficial to other lecturers in carrying out learning, improving the quality of learning in a systematic and comprehensive way, through the innovation of learning methods, instructional media, and building a pedagogical knowledge, where a lecturer can draw knowledge from other professors, or even a lecturer learn from students. So in the lesson study activities of lecturers other than teaching also learn, both to other lecturers and students. Teachers are no longer teaching people, but people who teach themselves through dialogue with the disciples, who in turn are taught in addition to their teaching (Freire, 2013).

Waterman (2011) concluded that the application of lesson study can improve student’s learning achievement. A good learning process will improve student achievement (Huitt, et al., 2009; Smith, 2008). Application of lesson-based instructional management can improve academic achievement (Jung, et al., 2015; Smith, 2008). Lesson-based learning can improve student achievement (Smith, 2008); Changing learning situations (Dana and Yendol-Silva, 2003); and affect student learning climate in the classroom (Meyer and Wilkerson, 2011). Lecturers with a collegial learning plan significantly influence student achievement (Reeves, et al., 2017; Tygret, 2017). A lecturer to become a professional requires a long journey in his career and makes his students excel (Judge and Dalli, 2016; Gunawan and Benty, 2017).

Lesson study-based learning can improve students’ understanding of learning (Gonzalez and Deal, 2017; Gunawan, 2016a). Learners through lesson study can improve problem solving skills through project based learning method (Takahashi and Yoshida, 2004; Malahayati, 2015). Lesson study can explore students’ activeness and learning achievement (Leavy and Hourigan, 2016). Lesson study-based demonstration learning can improve student achievement (Bruce, et al., 2009). The improvement of learning achievement is shown by the increase of the average test scores in each class after the learning process is carried out with the lesson study (Rahayu, et al., 2012). The implementation of lesson study can improve the quality of learning done by model teachers seen from student learning activities (Azis, et al., 2013; Gunawan, 2015).

**V. CONCLUSION**

Based on the results of the study concluded that: (1) the process of instructional management based on lesson study is cyclical i.e. lesson plan, learning implementation (do, open class), and learning evaluation (see); and (2) there is improvement of student achievement by applying instructional...
management based lesson study. Lecturer’s teaching style has a significant influence on student achievement.
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